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Abstract

Ever since it was announced in Madison v. Marbury, and articula ted in Baker "r,. Carr, thc
political question cloctrine that tencls to exclude 'mega politics' from judicial check has
been a controversial tool ofiuclicial abstention. Not only that it is not universally applied,
but it seems also to be losing significance even in countries of its usual influence due to
extensive judicialization of 'mega politicsi which implies that there is no claim which the
courts will not hear. Based on the judicialization of the Kosovo conflict, this paper shows
why the doctrine deserves to be revivecl and even transplanted in jurisdictions outsicle its
usual reach, particularly in disputes regarding real-life unilateral secession.
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I Introduction

The usual meaning of the political question doctrine implies juclicial non-in-
tervention in cases in which a constitution assigns to the political branches of
government the final authority to resolve an issue, or in cases in which suitable
criteria forjuclicial determination are missing.r The doctrine, born in American

Bakery. Carr,969 U.S. 186, zro (tg6z).
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92 BEðIREVIó

constitutional jurisprudence under the separation of powers principle,2 is not
globally extended or acceptecl: for example, a leading principle in the German
constitutional law presupposes that "[...]all questions arising under the Basic
Law - even highly politicized matters of foreign afilairs - are amenable to judi-
cial resolution[...]".3 Moreover, even in jurisdictions whose courts have devel-
oped the political question doctrine, the doctrine has always been under fire
for its alleged inconsistency with the rule of law and a canonical view on the
role of the courts within the constitutional systern.a Finally, it has been sug-
gested that the global expansion of judicial power, in particula¡, the process
which Ran Hirschl has termed "judicialization of mega-politics,"sreflects the
doctrine's demise.6Put differently, we live in a time when it is perceived that all
questions, even those of a pure political flavor, such as a state building, can be
handled byjudges.

Consequently, it was only a matter of time until the long-lasting Serbia/
Kosovo dispute would be, to paraphrase Tocqueville, resolved into a j¡flicial
question.T Thus, following Kosovo's unilateral declaration of independence,
Serbia's counter-secessionist strategyincluded involvement of the International
Court ofJustice (rcJ), which was asked by the UN General Assembly to deliver
an aclvisory opinion as to the legality of Kosovo's unilateral secession from

z For the doctrine's history, see, e,g., Tara Leigh Grove, "The Lost History of the political euestion
Ductrinei'9o (6)1Vøw YorkUniversity Law Review (zor5) rgog_rg74.

3 Donald P' Kommers and Russell A. Miller, The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the FederaL
Republic of Germany (Duke University press, Durham, London, zotz),tg6.

4 see, e.g., Louis Henkin, "Is 'rhere a 'political Question' Doctrine?,,, gg (5) yate Law Review
(rgZG), 5g7-625iWayne McCormack, "The Justiciability Myth ancl the Concept of Lawi, r4 (3)
Hastings Constitutional Lttw Quarterþ þg87),595-634; Fritz W Scharpf, ,Judicial Review ând
the Political Question: A Functional Analysis," 7g (g) yaLe LawJournal þg66), 5v-596; Martin
H. Redish, 'Judicial Review ancl the ,political 

euestion',', Zg (S&6) Northwestem (Jniversiþt Law
Rniw (1984-1985), to3r-ro6r; Rebecca L. Brown, "When Political Questions Affect Individual
Rights: The other Nixon v. united states,' rggg The supreme court Reviau (rg93),r25*r55.

5 Ran Hirschl, "The Judicialization of Politics'i in Gregory A. Caldeira, R. Da¡iel Kelemen, ancl
Keitlr E. Whittington (eds.), The Oxford. Handbook of Lm,v and politics (OUp, Oxford, zoog),
ilg-r41.

6 For a discussion, see Ran Hirschl, "TheJudiciaiization of Mega-politics and the Rise of political
Courts" Í Annual Review of Politicøl Science (zoo8), 93-rr8; Mark Tushnet, ,,Law and prudence
in the Law of Justiciability; The Transformation and Disappearance of the political euestion
Doctrine," 8o (a) North Carolina Law Rniau (zooz), :rllog_rzg;.

7 "Scarcely any political question arises in the United States that is not resolved, sooner or late4
into a judicial question." Alexis de Tocqueville, Democraqt in America, (Kopf New yorh rg+5,
edited by Phillips Bradley), z.
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MAKING SENSB OF'THE POLITICAL QUESTION DOCTRINE 93

Serbia.s Although it could have declinecl to do so, the rc¡ accepted jurisdiction,
finding that the question asked was legal since "[a] question whith expressly
asks the Court whether or not a particular action is compatible with inter-
national law certainly appears to be a legal question.,'s Soon afterwards, the
Serbian Constitutional Court and the Constitutional Court in Kosovo faced
requests to decide on the constitutionality of the Brussels Agreement, reached
in the political dialogue between Belgrade and Pristina to normalize mutual
relations.lO The constitutional mandate of both constitutional courts to decide
issues arising from the political negotiations aimed at overcoming the seces-
sionist dispute was clearly susceptible from the separation of po*.r, perspec-
tive, but the courts' jurisdiction was not challenged on this ground.

Before taking a closer look at these cases, it is worth mentioning that ever
since it has become an international issue, the Kosovo conflict has regu-
larly been discussed as a case of self-determination, the right to secession or
humanitarian intervention.lr At the same time, although corrrls, hoth interna-
tional and national, have adjudicated different issues arising from the conflict,
fèw stuclies have considered resolution of the conflict through the lenses of
judicial decisions, and even if they did, they have focused exclusively on the
international judicialization of the case.l2 Studies analyzing the propriety of

B lc¡, Accordance with Intemational Law of the Unilateral Decla¡ation of Inclependence in
Respect of Kosovo, Advisory opinion (zz July zoto), LCJ. Reports 2oto, 4og. (Hereafter: the
Kosovo Advisory Opinion).
Ibid., para. zg.

The constitutional court of the Republic of serbia, conclusion no. \Jo-24712or3, 10
December zoq, ofi.cial Gazette RS,r3/r5; constitutional court in Kosovo, case No. Ko g5/r3,
Judgment of g septernber2or3 and case No. Ko r3o/r5,Judgment of z3 December zor5.
See, e.g., Rob Dickinson, "The Global Reach and Limitaiions of SelÊDeterminaflÃ,,, zo
(z) Card.ozo Journal of International anrl Comparative Law (zorz), ¡62-ggg; peter Hilpold,
"The Kosovo case and Internationar Law: Looking for npplicable rheories,,, gþ) ch'inese
Journal of InternationaL Law (zoog), 47-6r; Daniel Fiersiein, "Kosovo,s Declaration of
Independence: An Incident Anaþis of Legality, Policy and Future Implications ), z6 (z)
BostonUniversiSt InternationalLawJournat (zoo8),417-442iNico Krisch, ;tegality, rvror¡ìty
and the Dilemma of Hurnanitarian Intervention after Kosovo l'ry(r) Euiopean ¡ournitof International Law (zooz),323-g3s; A.p.v Rogers, "Humanitarìan Intervention and
International Lawi z7(g) HarvardJournal of Law and public potigt (zooa),225_ß6.
see, e'$', Marko Milanovió ancl Michael wood (eds.) , The Law aid politics of the Kosrwa
Advisory opinion, (oup, oxford, zor5); Richard Falþ ,,The Kosovo Advisory opinion:
Conflict Resolution and Precedentiro5þ) American Journal of International Law (zon),
5o-6o; TimotþWilliam \,Vaters, "Misplaced Boldness: the evoidance of Substance in the
lnternational court of Justice's Kosovo opinion,,' zg(z) DukeJournal of compørative and
InternationalLøw (zotg), z1llsg;RalphWilde, 'Accordance with International Law of the
unilateral Declaration of Independeuce in Respect of Kosovo'lro g(z) AmericanJournaL of
International Law (zot),3or-3o7; Maurizio Arcari ancl Louis Balmond (ecls.), Questions

9
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94 BESIREVIó

conflict judicialization in the first place, which would approach the dispute
from the political question doctrine, are notably missing, even though the
effects ofjudicial clecisions are rather modest: judicial interventions have nei-
ther contributed to resolving the conflict, nor influenced political leaders to
change their initial positions. On the contrary resolution of the conflict seems
to be much farther away than ever before.

The article clraws on the Kosovo example to show that the courts'increased
involvement in resolving 'mcga-political' controversies in general, ancl those
arising from a real-world secessionist disputc in particular, fiustrate rathel tþa1
facilitate conflict resolution and make the separation of powers principle vul-
nerable. I will demonstrate that in disputes in which unilateral secession has
already happened, judicial intervention does not bring the conflict closer to an
end because the courts are prone eitherto take a case and avoid the substance, or
to deliver decisions contrary to the solutions already achieved through interna-
tional conflict resolution, but in line with established national meta-narratives.
Based on the Kosovo example, I will explain why a general presumption that
(constitutional) courts exist to decide and not to evade constitutional issuesr¡
might work against rather than in favor of the separation of powers principle.
I intencl to show that the executive branch involvecl in resolving a secessionist
dispute will allow the courts to intrude into its areas of competence whenever
it is politically expeclient to do so, notwithstanding the properly limited juclicial
role in state formation. Finally, I will claim that although neither of the courts
involved in the Kosovo conflict have applied the political question doctrine as a
tool to decline deciding on cases, nothing prevented them from doing so for the
first time, because the doctrine would have helped them to reach the best result
within their mandate based on the separation of powers.

After the Introduction, this article proceeds in six parts. Part z sets the
inquiry in context by reviewing the rise ofjudicialization of 'mega-politics' and
the connotations of the political question doctrine. Part 3 offers a brief his-
tory of the Kosovo conflict. Parts 4 and 5 explain the courts' decisions as well
as their ramifications. Part 6 juxtaposes judicialization of the Kosovo dispute
with similar comparative judicial interventions. Part 7 concludes by under-
scoring why judicial non-interference in cases with a 'mega political' flavor in
general, ancl in those arising from real-life secessionist claims in particular, is
in line with the principles of constitutional democracy.

de droit international autour de l'avis consuLtatf de la Cour internationøle deJustice sur le
Kosovo, (Giufté, Milanq zou).
Herman Schwartz, "The New East European Constitutional Court"r3 (a) MichiganJournal
of International Law (tggr), Z4I-ZBS, at 7Sz.

r3
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MAKING SENSE OF THE POLITICAL qUBSTION DOCTRINE 95

z 'Mega-Politics'in courtrooms: whether and HowJudges Decide

The American best-selling constitutional product is judicial (constitutional)
review. Before World \Mar I, apart from the USA it was only Norway that had
the court empowered to exercise judicial review.raToday, democracyis custom-
arily shaped by what courts decide to say - Bgo/o of valid constitutions envisage
judicial review in one way or another.lsMoreover, the courts are empowered
to interpret what is deemed to be fundamental law, not only in countries tra-
ditionally associated with judicial review, such as federal, post-conflict and
post-authoritarian countries, but also in stable parliamentary democracies,
traditionally coupled with legislative supremacy.tolt might seem, therefore,
right to conclude that a democracy short ofjudicial review is defective.rT

What fascinates here is not only the prevalence of judicial power. Equally
appealing is the broad dimension of its scope: worldwide, from abortion to
equality, from same-sex marriage to trade commerce, from education to immi-
gration, from criminal justice to environmental protection, from the right to
die to the right to be forgotten, hardly any issue is left unchecked by the courts.
The most common reason to justift the rise of judicial review is protection
of individual rights. Howeveq the global expansion of judicial review is not
only cliscernible from the rights issue. The judicial check now encompasses
'juclicialization of mega-politics': issues like the right to sececle, electoral out-
comes' regime change, war-making, restorative justice, collective identity, core
executive prerogatives in foreign affairs, national security and fiscal policy, are
generally no longer untouchable by the courts.t8

Judicialization of 'mega-politics,' central to this discussion, provokes many
lurking questions. First, there is the issue of whether all questions arising under
the constitution are amenable to judicial resolution. Second, although there is
hardly any political issue which is not, as Tocqueville claimed, sooner or later
resolvecl into a judicial question, it is questionable whether Tocqueville's thesis

t4 Carlo Guarneri and Patrizia Pederzoli, From Democragt toJuristocragt? The power ofJud.ges:
A Comparative Study of Courts and DemocraE, (OIJP, Oxford, zooz, C.A. Thomas, English
editor), r35.

15 Torn Ginsburg and MilaVersteeg, "Why do CountriesAdopt Constitntional Review?," 3o (3)
JournaL of Law, Economics and Org anization (zo4), 5g7-6zz,at 5g7.16 See Stephen Gardbaum, "separation of Powers and the Growth of Judicial Review in
Established Democracies (Or lVhy has the Model of Legislative Supremacy Mostly been
withdrawn from sale?)," 6z(g) AmericanJournal oJ'comparative Law (zo4),613-639.

17 Doreen Lustig and Joseph I-L H. Weiler,'Judicial Review in the Contemporary Worlcl:
Retrospective and Prospective," 16 (2) International Constitutional Law Rsview (zorB),3r5-
372, atgt6.

r8 Hirschl, op.cit. note 6, 94.
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96 BBSIREVIC

is confirmed whenever a political issue comes on the judicial agenda, or only

when a judicial decision solves a political question in a way that influences

political controversy. Thircl, even if a dispute is normatively justiciable, the
issue is whether it is institutionally justiciable: in other words, in cases with a

'mega political' flavor, do courts really have the best or final answers or, from

a clemocracy perspective, would their best clecision be to leave it to political
institutions to decide the case? A frnal related issue is whether democracy is

still operable, or the juclicialization of 'mega-politics' symbolizes a transition
from democracy to 'juristocracy.'

The purpose of this article is not to answer all these questions. Instead, I
offer here three particular claims that will prove useful later on.

The first and the simplest is that two different approaches to the separa-

tion of powers explain (non) acceptability of judicial interference in resolving

'mega politicaf issues. In one view, the separation of powers justifies judicial

review on all occasions, even when the act of a government is political "since

it ensures that every branch of the government acts lawfully within its sphere,

thus guaranteeing the separation of powers."le Under this view endorsed

by Aharon Barak, even going to war or making peace are justiciable issues

because "where is a legal norm, there is legal criteria that operate the norm."20

Moreover, not only that every issue is normatively justiciable, but every issue

is also institutionallyjusticiable: although political institutions should decide

cases of a political nature, respect for the law requires their consideration to
be checked by the courts, because nothing in a democracy can justi$r their
decisions contrary to the constitutional or statutory law.2l

On the practical level, even if their dominant position confirms this vier,ü

the courts do achieve different results. For example, the Supreme Court of
Canadazz and the German Federal Constitutional Court, in principle, do

not avoid deciding cases involving 'mega politics.'23 As already mentioned,
"all issues arising under the Basic Law are amenable to a judicial resolution

rg Aharon Barak, TheJudge in a Democracy (Princeton University Press, Princeton, Oxford,

zoo8), rB5.

zo lbid.,t9z.
zt lbid.,ß6.
22 See, e.g., Peter W Hogg, ConstitutionaL Law of Canada (ath ed.; Carswell, Scarborough,

Ontario, rggT), Bro; Lorne Sossin, Boundaries of Judicial Revisw: The Lmu of Jnsticiability in

Canada (Thomson Reuters Canada Limited, Toronto, zorz).

23 See, e.g., Kommers and Miller; op,cit, note 3, r8g-zr5; see, also, Thomas M. Franck, PoLiticaL

Questions/Judiciøl Answers: Does the RuLe of Law Appþ to Foreign ffiirs?(Princeton
University Press, Princeton, rggz),rr7-r25.
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MAKING SENSE OF THE POLITICAL QUESTION DOCTRINB 97

if properly initiatecl under one of the various procedures [...]"2+ yet, what is
discernible from judicial practice is the German Court's language of great
restraint in foreign and military affairs cases. Besides, when checking whether
under the constitution political institutions had the power to decide what they
had decided, the German Federal Constitutional Court declared that flexibility
and discretion rested on the political institutions regarcling clecision-making
in areas of foreign affäirs.25 Although it supports judicial monopoly in inter-
preting the Basic Law, the Court will not intervene when it finds the issue nor-
matively non-justiciable, that is, whcn it lacks legally manageable criteria for
deciding the issue, as it held in the Crutse Míssíle Case.26 As a result, juclicial
deference to the political branches of government in cases involving pure pol-
itics typically leaves a case to non-judicial resolution, which is precisely what
the political question doctrine advocates. To this cloctrine, I now turn.

In contrast to the thesis that there is no issue that can bar judicial review
is the thinking that the courts should silence themselves in cases of complex
political controversies. Born in Marbury v, Mødíson,zz but articulated much
later in Bakerv, carr, the political question doctrine, accepted mostly by the us
federal courts, exemplifies this view and advocates judicial non-interference
in purely political matters. While the very existence of the political question
doctrine is *even in the US * theoretically disputed, in practice the doctrine
continues to live on: the us Supreme court has narrowed its application,2s
but recent lower court practice contravenes the Supreme Court position.2e The
political question doctrine is followed in Israel with some transformations, as
well as in the UK, albeit without specifìc doctrinalization.3o The doctrine also
made its way into some other parts of the common law world.3l Finally, some

24 Kornmers and Mille¡, op.cit. note 3,tg6.
25 see,e.g., East-westBasicTreagtcase,BVerfGE36,r zBvF!7g(rsz¡); Rud.olf Hesscase,5g

BVerfGE 3a9 (r98o). Howeve¡, the Court did intervene in military affairs cases b¡t onìy to
reaffìrm the separation of powers principle and confirm that the Parliament alone has a
constitutional right to decide on military cleployments .See AWACS II Case,rzr BVerfGE r35
(zoo8).

z6 The Cruise MissiLe Case,66 BVerfGE ¡S (rSSg).
27 Marburyv. Madison,5 U.S. (i Cranch) rST,r7o (rgo3).
z8 ZÌvotofslE ex ReL ZivotofslE v. Clinton, r3z S. Ct, t4rn, (zorz).
zg Smithv. Obama,rT Fl Supp.3d zB3 (D.D.C. zo16).

30 For more see Margit Cohu, "Form, Formula ancl Constitutional Ethos: The political
Question/Justiciability Doctrine in Three Common Law Systems," 5g(3) The American
Journal of Comparative Law (zon), 675-7rg.

31 See in Mtendeweka Owen Mhango,Justiciability of PoLiticaL Questions in South Africa: A
comparative Anaþsis (Eleve' Internationar publishing, The I{ague, zorg).
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98 BEðIRBVIó

aspects of the political question doctrine can be tracked down in European
Court of Human Rights jurisprudence, albeit without specific reference.32

In the ever-ongoing debate about the doctrine, many try to elaborate its
inevitability from the perspective of expedience. Alexander Bickel,s justifica-
tion of the cloctrine, as one of his devices forjudicial non-intervention, suggests
that courts can choose to do nothing whenever they sense a lack of capacity,
when they are not adequate vehicles for articulating principled resolution and
when there is anxiety that their judgment will not be ignorecl.33 The founda-
tion of the political qucstion doctrine in a mature democracy, Bickel claims,
is "the self-doubt of an institution which is electorally irresponsible and has
no earth to drown strength from."34In acldition, there is a forgotten argument
by Peter Mulhern that the doctrine springs from a democratic system of the
government in which all three branches of government share responsibility
for inte¡preting the constitution.ss That argument rebuffs the view that the
political question doctrine undermines the rule of law as the doctrine enables
this shared responsibility according to constitutional arrangements.s6

This is not the place for a full discussion of the political question doctrine.
However, one shoulcl keep in mind that, by declining to intervene, courts do
not lose their monopoly on interpreting the constitution. On the contrary the
courts retain the power to determine who decides on constitutional issues * in
most cases they will claim their supremacy to rule on constitutional issues,
while in a minorify of cases, whenever separation of powers requires it, they
will find either that the issue is allocated to political institutions for a decision
or that they lack the capacity to decide.3z Accordingry, by applying the political
question doctrine the courts respect both the separation of powers principle
and the rule of law.

My seconcl claim concerns Tocqueville's position that any political issue
is sooner or later resolved into a judicial question. In my opinion, this thesis

Bz see ECtHIl, Markovic and others v. Itaþ, ECTHR Judgment (r4 December zoo6) Appl.
No.r398/o3; for a cletailed discussion, see Julie Hunter and András Sajó, ,Applications of
the Political Question Doctrine at the European Court of l-Iurnan Rights,,, 8 (g) Journat of
Parliamentary and Po litical Law (zor4), 627 _637.

33 Alexander M. Bickel, The Least Dangerous Branch: The Supreme Court at the Bar of politics
(znded. Yale University press, New Haven, London, 19g6), rg4.

s4 lbid
35 Peter Mulhern, "In Defense of the Political Question Doctrine," r3z (1) (Jniversity of

Pennsylvania Law Revíew, (r9gg), 97_:176, atqg_t76.
s6 lbid.

37 Tara Leigh Grove argues that the doctrine serves as a source ofjudicial powel not as a
mechanism ofjudicial restraint. see Leigh Grove, op.cit. notez, 196o-197o.
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MAKING SENSB OF THE POLITICAL QUESTION DOCTRINE 99

can be understood to imply two different things: (a) that a political question is
resolved into a judicial question whenever a court is asked to resolve a political
dispute or (b) that a political question is resolved into a judicial question only
when a deliveredjudicial decision has actuallyinfluenced political controversy.

If the former is true, then allegedly the issue whether international law pro-
hibits the use of nuclear weapons was resolved into a judicial question, since
it was the subject of an Advisory opinion delivered by the rcJ in r9g6.ss yet,

twenty-three years afterwards, there is still no clear and explicit rule under
international law against either use or possession of such weapons. Ac{herence
to the uN Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear weapons, adopted in zor7, is
going rather slowly, with 37 out of 50 necessâry state ratifications, and with
none of the nuclear-armed countries prepared to ¡oin.ss Similarly, if the focus
is on the judicial agenda and not on the effects of judicial interventions,
then one may say that Israeli/Palestine West Bank \Mall or Barrier Conflict
was resolved into a judicial question because the rc; deliberated the issue in
2oo4.4o However, 15 years after the r c¡ founcl Israel in violation of international
law and orderecl Israel to stop building the Barrier and to dismantle the sec-
tion already completed, Israel has not only continued to build the Wall, but
has built two new walls over the past r5 years.al Moreover, it seems that in the
meantime, building a border wall has becomc a favorite moclel in preventing
forced migration, although such a measure seriously contravenes international
human rights law.

Finally, the crucial point in assessing the rising power of the courts in
resolving'mega political' issues is that influential political stakeholders have
promoted judicialization of 'mega-politics.'a2 There are different reasons why
politicians choose to transfer hot political issues to the courts, and usually,
they are context-specific. Nonetheless, in politically controversial cases poli-
ticians most often decide to clelegate decision-making authority to the courts
either to secure public legitimacy for their decisions, to share responsibility
in hard cases, to obstruct and harass the ruling majority, or simply to attract

38 Ic¡, The Aclvisory Opinion on the Legality of the Use by a State of NuclearWeapons in an
Armed Conflict, Advisory Opinion (BJuly 1966), LCJ Reports ryg6,66.

39 See athttps://www.un.org/disarmament/wmd/nuclear/tpnw/.

40 tc.J, Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in Occupiecl Palestinian Territory,
Advisory Opinion (SJ"ly zoo4), LCJ. Reports zoo4,tg6.

4r Netta Ahituvi'r5 Years of Separation: The Palestine's Cut Off from Jerusalem by the
WaJL," Haaretz, (to May zorS), available at https://wwwhaaretz.com/israel news/.
premium.MAGAZINE-I5-years-of-separation-palestinians-cut-off-fromjerusalem-by-a-

wall-r.588Boor.

42 Hirschl, op.cit, note 6,tg.
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100 BESIREVIó

public attention regardless of the outcome of the judicial intervention.ag
Paradoxically, instead of being a separation of powers control mechanism, the
courts have become more and more an enforcement mechanism for the polit-
ical branches of government.

It is against that background that this article attempts to make sense of the
political question doctrine in judicializationof the Kosovo conflict.

S A Brief History of the Kosovo Conflict

To explain why the courts should have silenced themselves about the Kosovo
dispute, I have first to shed light on the very conflict itself. In a nutshell, the
political dispute between Serbia and Kosovo revolves arouncl the issue of who
has an exclusive right to exercise sovereignty over Kosovo.

Serbia has put the matter in the preamble of its zoo6 Constitution by reaÊ
firming that Kosovo is an integral part of its territory. To seal the issue, the
preamble also creates enforceable law by issuing constitutional obligations for
all state bodies to uphold and protect state interests in Kosovo in all internal
and foreign political affairs. In an equally straightforward manner, Article r of
Kosovo's constitution defines Kosovo as an independent, sovereign, demo-
cratic, unique, and inclivisible state.aa Having in mind that the territory has
been placed under UN administration, albeit today with a significantly lim-
ited mandate,4s Resolution :r,44 of the UN Security Council, passed sirortly
afier the NAro intervention in rg9g, also speaks about sovereignty rights over
Kosovo. Under the l;,44 Resolution, which is still in force, Kosovo is a part of
whatwas then the Federal Republic ofYugoslavia (the FRy), whose sovereignty
and territorial integrity the rz44 Resolution reaffrrms, together with prevìous
calls for substantial autonomy and meaningful self-administration for Kosovo.
Howevel Serbia and Kosovo reacl the Resolution differently. Kosovo, employ-
ing a plain meaning rule, asserts that the Resolution does not mention either
Serbia or Kosovo within Serbia.46 By contrast, Serbia consic{ers that the n44
Resolution must be read in conjunction with an internationally recognized

48 Ibid,n6-tct8.
44 For more details on the Constitution of Kosovo see Joseph Marko, ,,The New Kosovo

Constitution in a Regional Comparative Perspectivei' Ss (+) Reviaa of Central and East
European Law (zoo8), 4BZ -45o.

45 For more details, see UN Mission in Kosovo, at https://unmiku¡missions.org/mandate.
46 Enver Hasani, the former president of the Constitutional Court in Kosovo, in the interview

for Slobodna Evropa (25 October zooS), available at https:i/www.slobodnaevropa.
orglal4gzzzz.html.
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MAKING SENSE OF THE POLITICAL QUESTION DOCTRINB lol

fact, that after the dissolution of the rnv, it was Serbia who was a successor
state, meaning that all international instruments pertaining to the rnv, includ-
ing the rz44 Resolution, concerned and applied in their entirety to Serbia as
the succes sor,47

The conflicting sovereignty claims stream from the context in which
Kosovo's knot is leashed, including its toponymic, historical, political, and
demographic aspects.

First comes the issue of the name. The territory called in English Kosovo,
the serbs officially name "Kosovo and Metohija,'and unofücially ,,Kos¡ret,,,

which is the abbreviation of the former.as The territory under dispute also has
its Albanian name - the Republic of Kosova.

The "who was here first" argument is the second problem that tied the knot.
The Serbs claim that Kosovo became a part of the first Serbian state as early as
its foundation in the rzth century and its political, religious and cultural center
in the r4th century.ae The Albanians argue that they had inhabited Kosovo
much earlier - even long before the Romans, meaning that they were already
there when the Serbs, as part of the Slavic tribes, arrived in the micldle of the
sixth century.so

The issue of Kosovo's political identity, however, lies in the heart of Kosovo,s
knot. Before it unilaterally declarecl independence from Serbia in zoog, Kosovo
never hacl a separate political identity. It was part of the medieval Serbian state,
the ottoman Empire, the Kingdom of serbia, and finally, as a serbian region or
province, a part of three ex-yugoslav states.

What makes Kosovo Serbian is history in the first place. The fäct that it was
part of Serbia during the golden age of the medieval Serbian state molcled the
contemporary Serbian nation.sl Additionally, many religious and cultural sites
from that time symbolize the center of the Serbian spiiitual and cultural her-
itage even today.

when the ottoman Empire occupied serbia in t445, Kosovo came under
Turkish rule for almost five centuries, until rgr3.Throughout Turkish rule, the

47 Art' 6o (+) of the Constitutional Charter of the former State Union of Serbia and Montenegro
reads: "Should Montenegro break away from the state union of Serbia and Montenegro, the
international instruments pertaining to the Federal Republic of yugoslavia, particuläy UN
SC Resolution 1214, would concem and apply in their entirety to Serbia as t¡e successor.,,

+8 The members of the extremist parties in Serbia frequently use this abbreviation.
49 Stevan, K. Pavlowitch: Serbia: The History Behind. the Name (Hurst & Company, Londo¡,

zooz), z-7.

so TirnJudah, Kosovo: what Everyone Needs to Know (ouB oxford, zoog), rB.
5r For more see' e.g.' Ivan Õolovió, Smrt na Kosovu Polju: istoria kosovskog mita. (XX vek,

Beograd, zo16).
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ethnic composition of Kosovo radically changed. At the very beginning of
Turkish occupation, the majority of the population was Serbian, but later, in
several waves, the Serbian population moved to the north, to the area of today,s
serbia, Hungary, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and croatia.52 Throughout the same
period, Albanians first resisted the Ottoman conquest, but then later most of
them converted to Islam.53 After the migrations of the Serbs, the Albanians,
with great support from the Turkish state, movecl into depopulated Kosovo
ancl made this area populated overwhelmingly by Albanians,s4 which is a fact
that has not changed up to nowadays.

The Kingdom of Serbia, recognized as an independent country at the Berlin
congress in 1878, acquired Kosovo again in rgr3.s5 After the First world war
Kosovo first became a part of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenians,
and soon afterwards a part of the first Yugoslav royal state, in which it was
unoffrcially called 'an old Serbian territory.' Serbia again lost Kosovo during the
Second World War, when it was a part of ltalian-controlled Greater Alhania,
but recovered it in rg45, when Kosovo was integratecl into the secondyugoslav
state, first as a region within Serbia, and then from 1963 onwards, as its anton-
omous province, within borders it now possesses.s6

The decentralization of the fomer yugoslavia, initiated in ry74with adop-
tion of a new federal Constitution, largely explains present developments.
Under the rg74 Yugoslav Constitution, Kosovo preservecl the status of an auton-
omous province within Serbia, but acquired significant powers within the fed-
eral structure: in the Fecleral Assembly, its representatives were placed on an
equal f'ootingwith representatives of the Republic, andwere authorized to par-
ticipate in the national legislative process even if the legislation was not to be
implemented on its territory.57 Kosovo also had its indepenclent institutions in
which the Albanian language became the principal language of governance.
The provincial institutions could adoptprovinciallegislation and implementits
internal policywithout the consent of serbia.ss Moreover, in principle, Kosovo
could wield a veto power over federal constitutional amendmentsse as well as

52 Lâszló Gulyás, 'A Brief History of the Kosovo Conflict with Special Ernphasis on the period
rgS8-zoo8," z7 Historia Actual Online (zorz), t4t_15o, at t4t.

53 Ivo Banac, The National Question in Yugoslavia: Origins, History, Politics (Cornell University
Press, Ithaca, London, rgBB),46.

s4 lbid.

55 Gulyás, op.cit. note 5z,r4z.
56 lbid
57 Art. zg8-3o5 of the rg74 Constitution of the Socialist Fecleral Republic of yugoslavia.

58 Art. 3or of the 1974 Constitution of the Socialist Autonomous Province of Kosovo.
59 Art. 398-4oo of the 1974 Constitution of the Socialist Federal Republic of yugoslavia.
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veto power in the Serbian Assembly.6o lts status cliftered from the status of the
former ex-Yugoslav republics orrly in one crucial aspect - unlihe the republics,
Kosovo had no constitutionallygranted right to secede fromyugoslavia.cr Such
an atypical constitutional anangement, which made the proønce of Kosovo
autonomous beyond the level traclitionally reservecl for regional or provincial
entities, significantly tightened the already tight Kosovo knot.

Although many in Serbia claimecl that the rg74 Constitution gave too much
to the Albanians, not even broad political autonomy satisfied the Albanians,
who, right after Tito's cleath, started to clairn the staius of a republic. Massive
street demonstrations, arrests, tanks on the streets, special police force inter-
ventions, as well as a state of emergency marked the rg8os.orlt was against this
background that former serbian president Slobodan Miloðevió emJrged and,
in r99o, with the adoption of the new Serbian Constitution, effectively stripped
Kosovo of its autonomous status. Formally, the autonomous province was not
abolishecl, but the mainstay of the r99o Serbian Constitution was designed to
secure transformation to a unitary state. During the r99os Kosovo had neither
legislative initiative nor aclministrative control over matters of its own con-
cern' As a result, the Albanians started to build their own parallel institutions.
From r99r to rgg8, Kosovo was governed officially through the Serbian state
system, ancl t¡nofficially, through a local Albanian system run 6y local Albanian
politicians. The Albanians also left the Serbian state institutions and did not
want to participate in national and local elections organized by the Serbian
state, not even in rggz when there was a window of opportunity to depose
Miloðevió from a position of power.6s It seems, therefore, right to concludeìhat
it was not autonomy but its termination that drifted the Albanians towards
independence.64

Radicalization of Albanian resistance, exemplified in the formation of the
Kosovo LiberationAr*y (the rm), added fuel to the fire: in rg9g, militaryaction
was employed in the entire area of Kosovo.65 The clash between the 

'serbian

6o Art' 427-428 of the rg74 Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Serbia.6r General Principles, I, of the rg74 constitution of the socialist Federal Republic ofyugoslavia.6z Judah, op.cit. noteso, S7-Sg.
63 The Albanians refused to participate in the fecleral presidential elections in rggz during

the shortlived democratic govemment of Prime Minister panié, who callecl on them to
vote' For more' see the intcrview with Tibor Váratly, former federal Minister of Justice inMárk Losoncz and Krisztina Rácz (eds.),,4 vajd.astigi magyarok politikai eszmetörténete és
önszervezódése ryBg-rggg (IJHarmatta' Könyvkiadó rn., rudapes! zorg), 266.64 Tibor várady, "Minority Rights in the successor states of the Former yugoslavia,,, in Ferenc
Glatz (ed'), European [Jnion, the Balkan Region and Hungary (Europa"Institut Budapest,
Budapest, zoog), n3.

65 Judah, op.cit. note5o, Z5-g3.
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forces and the rre resulted in many atrocities committed against the Kosovo

population. Thus, the Serbian forces used excessive force against the Albanian

population, causing civilian deaths, forced disappearances, and damage to
civilian property.66 The Serbs and non-Albanians left the area or were ethni-
cally cleansed.6T International efforts to bring the clash to an end, inclucling an

internationally verifred mission to Kosovo, failed.68 What followed in rggg was

the Nero military intervention: without UN Security Council authorization,
for 78 days Nero planes bombed selected targets in Serbia, including Kosovo.

Thc rcst of the story is well-known: in the aftermath of N^ro intervention,
Kosovo was placed under UN administration, only to declare its independence

unilaterally in zoo8. Nonetheless, Kosovo is not yet totally free from interna-

tional supervision: the uNMIK continues to implement its mandate in limited
terms, the EU runs its mission aimed to builcl and monitor rule-of-law institu-
tions, while as of zo16, the Specialist Chambers and the Specialist Prosecutor's

Ofûce, staffed by international judges and prosecutors and placed in the

Hague, function ofñcially as a part of the Kosovo justice system.

Finally, the solidity of Kosovo's knot can be explained in demographic

terms as well. During the Yugoslav period, demography in Kosovo dramatically
changed. In rg48, Serbs and Montenegrins formed z7.go/o of the population,

while Albanians 68.57o.6e By r99r, the Albanian population had grown to 8z.zo/o,

while the Serbian and Montenegrin figure had dropped to ro.g o/o.7o þ¡ccording

to the last census from zou, out of the r.7 million population of Kosovo, gz.zo/o

are Albanians and t.go/o Serbs.Tr The Serbs and the Albanians see the demo-

graphic changes through different lenses. The fact that between 1966 and rg8o

the growth of the Albanian population was followed by their political, edu-

cational and economic privileges, Serbia explains with the existence of a de

facto Albanian state within the Serbian borders. On the other hand, for Kosovo,

demography made a new reality. Its unilateral declaration of inclependence

well illustrates this point.
It was in this context that political actors in Serbia and Kosovo advanced

the idea that in a highlyjudicialized word, the courts should have been the one

that would decide on the Kosovo knot.

66 For more see, e.g,, "ICTv: The Kosovo Case, rggS-r999, How the Crirnes in Kosovo were

Investigated, Reconstructecl and Prosecutccl", Interactive Narrative, availablc at http:l I
kosovo. sense-agency.com /.

67 Judah, op.cit.note 5o,82.
68 Ibid,,83-87.
69 Ibid.,59.

zo Ibid

Tr See athttp://ask.rks-gov,net/media/++o4/kosovo-in-figures-zor7.pdf.
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The rc¡ was first asked to intervene and deliver an advisory opinion as
to the legality of the unilateral declaration of independence. The Serbian
Constitutional Court and the Constitutional Court in Kosovo faced requests
to decide on the constitutionality of the Brussels Agreements, reached in the
internationally supervised political dialogue between Belgrade and pristina
with the aim of normalizing relations between the two parties. \rVhile the rc¡
accepted jurisdiction but decided to avoid the substance of the challenge, the
Serbian Constitutional Court rejected jurisdiction with an explanation that
favored the Serbian government's position. The Constitutional Court in Kosovo
rejected the first challenge, but then accepted the second with open arms, and
clecidecl that it was not the time, to paraphraseJefferson, for the dead hand of
the past to loosen its grip on the living present. consider the following.

who Remembers the InternationalJudicialization of the Kosovo
Conflict?

After Kosovo unilaterally declared independence the underlying issue in the
conflict became a million-dollar question of whether international law recog-
nizes the right of a people to self-determination outside the colonial context
and consequentþ allows secession. While some think that international law
makes clear that no right to self-determination exists, in the sense of external
independence, and therefore no general right to secession,T2 others claim that
secession is not expressly regulated by international law73 or that "secession is
neither legal nor itlegal in international law, but a legally neutral act the con-
sequences of which are regulated internationally."za In other words, there is a
perception that in some cases international law explicitly prohibits secession,
whereas in others, it creates the right to secession, while at best, international
law neither prohibits nor creates the right to secession.zs

When Serbia turned to the General Assembly to put the question to the
tc¡, it hoped to obtain an opinion which would support its fight against the
secession of Kosovo. Kosovo, on the other hand, expected to get explicit con-
firmation that it was entitled to exercise the right to self-determination and

72 Tom Ginsburg and MilaVcrsteeg, "From Catalonia to Califomia: Secession in Constitutional
Law," 70 (+) Alabama Law Revisw (zorg), g23_g95, at gS+.

Tg Waters, op.cit. notela, zB7,

74 Janres R. Crawford, The Creation of States in International Law (znd ed. OUR Oxford, zoo6),
39o; Marko Milanovió, "Arguing the Kosovo case,,, in Milanovió and wood (eds.), op.cit.
note rz,33.

ZS Milanovió, op.cit. note 74, gg.
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therefore to secec{e from Serbia. However, after it received the question, the
Court delivered a minimalist decision, and although it did not declare Kosovo,s
unilateral declaration of independence illegal in itself it said nothing about
the right to selÊdetermination outside the colonial context, the relationship
between the right to secession and territorial integrity, nor about recognition
of a new unity by third states, all of which were unde.lyirg questions in the
dispute.T6 Besides, the Court showed no interest in consid"rirrg the allegations
that international law recognizes a'remedial right to secession'for oppressed
penples outside the colonial context.TT Instcad, in what TimotþWateirì".rr"d
'misplaced boldness,' the Court ruled that there wâs no general prohibition
related to unilateral secession in international law and that the document by
which Kosovo declared independence did not violate either international law,
or Kosovo's Constitutional Framework, for its authors acted in private rather
than in an ofûcial capacity.Ts

Substantial to this discussion is the issue whether the rc¡ could have
refrained from rendering an advisory opinion in the case of Kosovo by apply-
ing the political question doctrine. To recall, the fìrst issue the rc¡ has to deter-
mine regarding any request for an advisory opinion is the competence of
the General Assembly or the Security Council to submit the request. Then
comes the issue of juclicial propriety even if conditions for rc¡ jurisdictio¡
are met.7e Thus, according to Article 65 of its Statute, the rc¡ ,may give an
advisory opinion on any legal question,'which implies first, that the court
can refuse to give an opinion; and second, that the court can follow the
'political question' route.

76

77

The Kosovo Advisory Opinion, op.cit, note8, paras. Zg_gg.
For more on the right to 'remedial secession' see, e.g., Evan M. Brewer., ,,To Break Free From
Tlranny and Oppression: Proposing a Model for a Remeclial Right to Secession in the Wake
of the Kosovo Advisory opinion," 45þ) vanderbiltJournal of Transnational Law (zotz), 245_
z9z; Milena Sterio, "Self-Determination and Secession under Intemational Law: the New
Frameworþ" zr (z) ILSA/o urnal of Inter-national cmd comparative Law (zo15),293-3o6.
The Kosovo Aclvisory opinion, op.cit, note g, para. rog. while this part of the rc¡ holding
is extremely problematic ancl requires a thorough discussion beyond the purpose oi
this article, Sujit choudhry argues that the rc¡, in fact, recognized that ,,In asserting
constituent powe[ these representatives of the people of Kosovo were engaging in the act
of constitution-making through secession, giving rise to å new constitutional order., See
Sujit Choudhry "secession and Post-Sovereign Constitution-Making aiter rgSg: Catalonia,
Kosovo, and Quebec iv þ) InternationaL Joumal of constitutiorol u, (zorg), 46t-46g,
at 466.
Erika De Wet, The ChapterWl Powers of the United.Nations Security Council (Hartpublishing,
Oxford and Portland Oregon, zoo4),49.

78

79
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One may argue that, unlike in the context of constitutional democracies, the
United Nations does not function under a genuine separation of powers prin-
ciple central to the concerns of the political question doctrine. However, the
fact is that executive and legislative powers are unevenly divided between the
General Assembly and the security council.B0 while the rc¡ has no right per
se to decide on the legality of acts adopted by the political UN organs, *ith it,
powers to render advisory opinions at the request of UN boclies and to resolve
disputes between states based on their consent, it nevertheless functions as
the principaljuclicial body in the uN system.sr Despitc some opposing views,B2
and albeit some imperfections, the relationship among the main LIN bodies
can be framed in terms of separation of powers.ssAs Erika de Wet explains ,,the

absence of a strict separation of powers fin the uN system] would not mean
that there is no separation at a11.,,84

In any case, the worcling of Article 65 of the rc¡ Statute allows the rc¡ to
decline to render a requested opinion if it finds that the case involves an issue
which is not a legal one. The ICJ took a firm position that only for compelling
reasons may it decline to give a requested opinion.ss This has so far never hap-
pened, not even in cases which concernecl binding resolutions of the Security
council.s6 The lcl 's understanding, namely that any question posed in terms
of law and raising prohlems of internationar law appears to bc a lcgal one,
explains this state of affairs.87 Although there is much to be said on behalf

Bo Nigel D. White, The Law of InternøtionaL Organizations (znd ed. Manchester University
Press, Mancheste4 zoo5), zr.

8r lbid.
8z Inthe Tadic case, the Intemational Criminal Tribunal for the formeryugoslavia, concluded

that the Unitecl Nations was not based on the separation of powers princi ple.seeprosecutor
v' Dusko Tadic, Decision on the Defense Motion for Interlocutory Appeal and Jurisdiction,
Case No. IT-ga-l-T, October rgg5, Appeals Chambe¡, para. 43.83 see e.g. white, op.cit. note Bo, zr-23; De wet, op.cit. note 79, ro9-116; while admitting
that there is no clear separation of powers principle in the intemational legal order, Jed
Odennatt nevertheless theorizes thc avoidance of the rc.¡ to r.ender advisory opinions in
tenns of political question doctrine. See Jed Odermatt, "Pattems of Avoidance; political
Questions bef'ore Intemational Courtsi'r4(z) IntemationalJournal of Law in Context (zorg),
227-229.

84 De Wet, op.cit. note 79, rt6.
85 See, e.$., lc.¡, Judgments of the Aclministrative Tribunal of the rl,o r¡pon Complaints

Made against uNESCo, Advisory opinion (23 october ryg6) LCJ. nepirts 1956, r3; The
Construction Wall Advisory Opinion, op.cit. note4o;The Kosovo Advisory Opinion, op.cit.
note B, para.3o.

86 For a discnssion see De Wet, op.cit, note Tg, 4T-4g, 54.87 The Kosovo Advisory Opinion, op.cit, note g, para. 25,
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of this view, here it suffrces to say that the ICJ has been heavily criticized for
taking this approach, both in scholarly literature and in dissenting opinions of
its own judges.88 For example, in the Kosovo Advisory Opinion Case, fourjudges
found the case to be a recipe for the ICJ to refuse to answer the question on the
grounds of the separation of powers principle that functions in the UN system
and for political question consiclerations.

Thus, for Justices Tomka and Skotnikov, by answering the question, the
rc¡ would have to decide the issue as in exclusive competence of the Security
Council. Because the Security Council was actively seized of the matter,

Justice Tomka argued that "the majority's answer given to the question put by
the General Assembly prejudices the determination, still to be made by the
Security Council, on the conformity vel non of the declaration with resolution
72 441...1".8e Justic e Skotnikov concludecl that:

"[...]even if a determination made by the Court were correct in the pure-
ly legal sense t...]it may still not be the right determinationf...lWhen
the Court makes determination as to the compatibility of the upl with
resolution ::44 - a determination central to the régime established for
Kosovo by the Security Council - without a request from the Council, it
suhstitutes itself for the Security Council."e0

In his separate opinion, Justice Keith emphasized that the General Assembly
lacked an interest in asking the question for it was the Security Council that
had an almost exclusive role in dealing with the Kosovo conflict. Therefbre,

"[...]the Court should address that issue of the appropriateness of an or-

gan requesting an opinion if the request is essentially concerned with the
actual exercise of special powers by another organ under the Charter, in
relation to the matter which is the subject of the request."er

Considering the propriety of the ICJ to give an opinion,Justice Bennouna took
the political question doctrine route and pointed out that the ICJ was asked

to consider an essentially political question, incompatible with its status as a

88 For a scholarly debate s€€¡ €.9.r Anthony Aust, 'Advisory Opinions," r (r) JournaL of
InternationalDispute Settlement (zoro),rz3-15r;DWGreig, "The AdvisoryJurisdiction of the
Intemational Court and the Settlement of Disputes between States", r5 (z&3) International
& Comparative Løu Quarterþ þ966),gzg-368; De Wet, op.cit. note 79, 48-54.

89 The Kosovo Advisory Opinion, op,cit. note 8, Separate Opinion ofJustice Tomka, para. 8.

90 Ibid.,Separate Opinion ofJustice Skotnikov para. 9.
gr lbid.,Separate Opinion ofJustice Keith, para.6.
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judicial organ and not capable of being resolved via legal standards.e2 For him,
as the ICJ got in a position to assess and interfere in the situation in Kosovo:

"[...]the Court cannot pronounce on the legality of the declaration of in-
dependence without interfering in the political process of maintaining
peace established by the Security Council some ten years ago, which that
organ has been unable to bring to a conclusion.,,e3

However, the majority ofjudges seized thc opportunity of being asked to guide
the General Assembly in the matter of the Kosovo dispute, to reinforce the
lc¡ 's institutional position within the UN framework. Thus, building upon its
previous case law, the rc; recallecl that its discretion whether or not to respond
to a request for an advisory opinion existecl to protect its role as the principal
judicial organ of the United Nations and the integrity of judicial fgnction.ea
Accordingly, it is not hard to conclude that the lc¡ decided to provide a j¡clicial
perspective on the Kosovo dispute to reaffirm the Court's participation in the
activities of the United Nations.

Now, the rc¡'s findings demonstrate that the Kosovo Advisory opinion was
not drafted to serve either law or politics. First, it added nothing to the law of
secession. Seconcl, the Court's option to take the casc and say nothing made the
judicial branch irrelevant in resolving the dispute between Belgrade 

"rr.l 
prirtirr".

This, in fact, was announced by the parties involved in the Kosovo dispute in
particular before the tc¡, when they declared that whatever the opinion was, it
would not change their position conceming the declaration of independence.es
Today's perspective confirms that in the aftermath of the rc¡ Opinion, not only
have the Serbian ancl Kosovar narratives remainecl the same, but the tensions
caused by the unilateral cleclaration of indepenclence were not reducecl. The
rc¡'s conclusion in previous cases, namely, that the potential non-effect of its
opinion to clispute resolution cannot be regarded as a compelling reason not to
give an opinion,e6 is acceptable only if its opinion at least clarifies international
law itself and, thus, provides the uN bocly with advice on the legal principles
applicable to the matter under dispute. However, the Kosovo Advisory opinion
neither has precedential value in the sense of clari$ring intemational law on
secession, nor has it contributed to a solution of the Kosovo conflict. Third, I

gz lbid,,Separate OpinionofJustice Bennouna,paras.r3_r4,

9g lbid.,parat6.

94 The Kosovo Advisory Opinion, op,cit, noteg, para. zg.
95 lbid., para. zt.

96 See, e.9., The Advisory Opinion on the Legality of the Use by a State of Nuclear Weapons in
an Armed Conflict, op.cit, note38, para.r7.
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woulcl subscribe to the opinion of the dissenters, namely that it was not the job
of the IcJ to assess the accordance of Kosovo's declaration of inclependencewith
international law, but, rather, the job of the Security Council alone, which in fact
and in any case did not ask the ICJ to give its opinion on the question. In sum, the
Courtcould have refused the requestforan opinion inthe Kosovo case following
the political question route both on principled ancl pragmatic grounds.

Putting the non-effects of the Kosovo Advisory opinion to one side, true,
the Opinion had adverse practical implications. Thus, in the conflict between
Russia and Ukraine, which soon followed, thc Âdvisory Opinion weakened the
anti-secessionist position of the states opposing Russia's annexation of Crimea
on the grounds that Kosovo was a sui gener¿s case.eT Pitted against such an
argument, Russian president Putin's claim that Kosovo and Crimea belonged
to the same category was, in fact, defensible.es If secession stands for the 'for-
mal withdrawal from a central authority by a member unit',oo then surely the
appeal to the sui generis nature of the Kosovo case hardly makes any sense.100
Although in every case of secession, from Texas to Quebec, from Catalonia to
Crimea, from Kosovo to Scotland, circumstances and motivations are different,
the phenomenon of separation is the same. Therefore, when Putin used the
Kosovo Aclvisory Opinion to justifr the annexation of Crimea, despite his mis_
interpretation and despite Russia's refusal to recognize Kosovo and its military
suppression of Chechnyas right to selÊdetermination, the appeal of his claim,
as already observed, was undeniable.rol

Finally, the ramifications of the Kosovo Advisory Opinion confirm Anthony
Aust's claim that the Court should consider refraining from giving an advi-
sory opinion in cases of long-standing political controversy capable of being

97 Paul Linden Retek and Evan Breweü "Why Crimea is not Kosovo, and Why it Matters,,,
Open Democraqt (ß March zor4) available at https://www.opendemocmcy.net lenlodrl
crimeajustifi ed -kosovo-ruling-icj -zoo8,russia-putin/.

98 For more see Marko Milanovié and MichaelWood, "Introductioni'in Milanovió andWood
(eds.), op, cit. note t2, 4.

99 Jolrn R. Wood, "secession: A Comparative Analytical Frameworki'r+ (r) Canac[ianJournal
of Political Science (rg9r), toz*r34, at rlo.

loo For a discussion on the sui generis nature of the Kosovo case, see, e.g., Miodrag A.
Jovanovió, Kosovo i Metohijø: ëetiri pravno/potitiðka eseja, (Pravni fakultet Univerziteta
u Beogradu, Beograd, zor3), +g*Bo; see, also, Anne Peters, "IIas the Advisory Opiniorfs
finding that Kosovo's Declaration of Independence was not Contrary to International Law
set an unfortunate Precedent?", in Milanovió and wood (eds.), op.cit. note 12, 2g1-g13,

lol Even though the lc.I never said that Kosovo's separation from Serbia was legitimate, putin
usecl the rhetoric of secession to merge Kosovo and Crimea and claim that as generally
established in the Kosovo Advisory Opinion, no permission from a country,s central
authoritywas needed in the case of Crimea. See in Milanovió and Wood, op.cit. note gB, 4,
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resolved only through political negotiations, no matter how helpful an advisory
opinion might be.r02 However, one may argue that it is questionable whether
leaving resolution of the Kosovo dispute to the political organs of the UN, and
especially the Security Council, might yielcl effective results due to the veto
power of the influential states which might side eitherwith Serbia (e.g.,Russia
and china) or Kosovo (e.g.,the united States and Great Britain). Even so, one
should have in mind that the long-lasting Kosovo clispute is even less suitable
for being resolved byjudicial power and in particular not by an advisory opin_
ion, because an advisory opinion, no matter how inlluential might be, is not
legally bincling and, therefore, is unlikery to prove .ff..¡iys.r03

Normalization of Relations between Belgrade and pristina in the
Age ofJudicial Power

In zor3, after often exhausting talks driven and supervised by the EU,
Belgrade and Pristina signed the "First Agreement on principles Governing
the Normalization of Relations" in Brussels.loa The key provisions of the
Agreement concern the governance of the northern part of Kosovo, which is
inhabited almost exclusively by Serbs, who rejected Kosovo's independence
and have since lived in separation from the rest of Kosovo. Under the First
Brussels Agreement, Belgrade and Pristina agreed that the northern part of
Kosovo should come under the control of Kosovo's authorities as *åil, but
should receive certain special self-determination prerogatives. Therefore, the
Agreement envisaged the formation of the Association of Serb Municipalities
in Kosovo. In August zot5, the second agreement known as the Association
Agreement, based upon the First Brussels Agreement, was also signecl. This
Agreement contains the principles intended to guide the establishment of the
Association of Serb Municipali¿¡ss.r05

The agreements raised high hopes of a long-term solution to the diffi_
cult position of the serb minority. To an equalÇ important extent, the First
Agreement also gave a strong impetus to the European integration process
for both Serbia ancl Kosovo.r06 Kosovo opened .r.goliutions aimed at signing

1l)2
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to4

Aust, op,cit. note 88,147.

Ibid.¡5o.
The Agreement in English is available at http:/iwww.kim.gov.rs/eng/po3.php (herineafter;
the First Brussels Agreernent).
See Art, r-rr of the Agreement.
For more see Spyros Economides anclJames Ker-Lindsay, "'Pre-Accession Europeanization,:
The case of serbia and Kosovo," gg(g)Journat of commonMarket studies(zor5), rc27*to44.

ro5

ro6
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a stabilization and Association Agreement with the EU, and serbia ofñcially
opened negotiations for EU membership.

\Mhen seen from the political perspective, the constitutional survival of the
Brussels Agreements was of vital political importance for both the Serbian gov-
ernment and the Pristina political authorities. Yet, the ink was barely dry on
the First Brussels Agreement when it was attacked in Belgrade as evidence that
serbia recognized Kosovo, while in Pristina it was seen as excessive and con-
trary to the Constitution. The First Brussels Agreement was challenged before
the Constitutional Court in Serbia and the Constitutional Court in Kosovo. The
court in Kosovo ruled on the Association Agreement, as welr.

5'r I g noring Judic ial Interpret iv e Re sp o ns ib itity : Judic iatizat ion of t he
F ir s t Brus s e ls Ag re ement b efore t he S e rb ian C o n s t ttut io na I C o urt

5.1.r The Background
Borrowing from Hirschl's writin,gs on the judicialization of ,mega-politicsl
judicialization of the First Brussels Agreement in Serbia was a transfer of a
contested political 'hot potato' by opposition politicians who were unable to
settle the dispute between Belgrade and Pristina and sawjudicialization of the
conflict as a way to embarrass and obstruct the ruling majority. Thus, the First
Brussels Agreement was challenged before the Serbian Constitutio'al Court
by ,5 MPs of the serbian parliament beronging to the opposition party which
fanatically opposed both any kind of n.goiiutions with pristina and the can-
didacy of serbia for EU membership.r'z Most of these Mps were members of
the formerþ ruling party,which, before Kosovo declared indepenclence, were
involved in the status talks and rejected a plan for internationally supervised
independence of the province. They challenged the First Brussels Agreement
on different grounds, the main one of these being that it constitu ted. de iure
recognition of Kosovo and was, as such, unconstitutional.los To approach the
Constitutional Court's decision, it is useful to provide some insights into the
jurisdiction and the politics of the Cour¡,ros as well as the constitutional frame_
work decisive for the challenge.

Serbia belongs to a set of countries with the centralized European model of
constitutional adjudication conferred upon the Constitutional Court. It inher-
ited this model from the former Yugoslavia, where the Constitutional Court

Lo7 Conclusion no.Illo-z47lzor3, op.cit. note ro.
ro8 lbid.,r.
rog The discussion about the coun's jurisdiction and its politics relies on my article, violeta

Beðirevió, "Governing withoutJudges: The Politics of túe Constitutional Court in Serbia,l rz
(+) Internationa[ournal of Constitutional Law (zo4),962_965.
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was first established in 1963. The present Constitution, adopted, in zoo6, defines
the Constitutional Court as an autonomous and independent state institution.
Like many constitutional courts in transitional countries, it enjoys broadjuris-
dictional authority. For a significant period, the abstract review was by far the
most important function of the court. Apart from ,subsequent review,' the
zoo6 Constitution introduces the possibility of a 'preliminary review,, thereby
empowering the Constitutional Court directly to influence adoption of legisla-
tion. In addition to legislative acts, abstract review was extendecl by the zoo6
Constitution to international treaties as well. Thc Court also has jurisdiction
over disputes relating to conflicts ofjurisdiction; over electoral disputes in the
absence of otherjudicial proceedings; ancl over requests to ban a poiiti.ul party.,
trade union organization, or civic association. It also has a role in proceedings
concerning impeachment of the president of the Republic and termination of
the tenure of various members of the judiciary. Yet a genuine breakthrough in
the constitutional review system in Serbia came with the practice of the in¿i-
vidual constitutional appeal introduced ¡rr roo6.u0

The judicial app ointment mechanism is constructed to minim ize thechance
that any political institution should dominate the Court: the president of the
Republic appoints five judges from among ten nominated by the parliament;
another five are elected hy the parliament, from among ten proposed by the
President of the Republic; finally, the last five judges are appointed at a general
session of the Supreme Court of Cassation from among ten candidates pro-
posed by the HighJudicial Council ancl the State Prosecutor Council, which are
(arguably) independent bodies with powers ofjudicial appoin¡*s¡1.rn

Even though broad jurisdictional authority has brought the Court into the
very center of political controversies, the Serbian Constitutional Court has
never amounted to 'counter-majoritarian difficulty.'Formal judicial autonomy
and broadjurisclictional authorityhave not transformed the Court from being a
passive, rubber-stamp institution into a more active institution willing to hold
political power to account. In my previous work on the Serbian Constitutional
Court, scrutiny of the most controversial political cases, including those con-
cerning constitution-making, a state of emergency, judicial reform and political
decentralization, demonstrated the Court's proclivity to rule onlywhen either
its decisions have become politically irrelevant or when the preference of the
ruling majority became manifestly clear.llz Besides, the Court failecl to builcl
transformative 'jurisprudence' due to subjective legal-cultural perceptions

uo lbid.,964-96g.
ur lbid., 96g.
712 Ibid,966,
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of judge-made law. Production of highly technical and inconsistent rulings,
the judges' subscription to a narrowly conceived positive jurispr¡dence, the
absence of precedential authority ancl poor legal reasoning - all combined to
substantiate the claim that constitutional review in Serbia has not amounted
to an effective mechanism of governance.u3

Now, any Constitutional Court decision about the First Brussels Agreement
presupposes a constitutional framework that carries significance for consti-
tutional review. The way in which the Constitution portrays Kosovo leaves
little room forjuclicial enforcement. The Constitution refers to Kosov, in the
Preamble, in the text of the presiclential oath and in a provision which dele-
gates regulation of its status to a future law, which up to this day has not yet
been adopted. If one accepts that a constitution is a "precommitment strategy
of the people in which they commit themselves in advance to a certain course
of action,"lla then one can discern very little from the constitutional text about
Serbia's approach to Kosovo. Apart from proclaiming that Kosovo is part of
Serbia, the Constitution says nothing about the struJture of Kosovo,s auton-
omy, its prerogatives, and its relation with the central state.

Last but not least, the Serbian Constitution allocates powers of political
affairs to both the Government and the National Assembly. The Government
is to decide and implement the politics, but it is accountable to the National
Assembly for the politics of the Republic of Serbia, execution of laws and other
general acts, as well as for the work of public administr¿1ion.lr5

In sum, when the Serbian Constitutional Court was asked to rule on the First
Brussels Agreernent, it was clear that neither the Court's general approach to
constitutional review in politically sensitive cases nor the relevant constitu-
tional framework facilitated judicialization of the Agreement.

5,r.2 The First Brussels Agreement Case
And indeed, in the case of the First Brussels Agreement, the Constitutional Court
of serbia played its safe strategy, decrined to rule in a timely manneü, ancr after a
two-year delay it dismissed the challenge on jurisdictional grouncls. In a highly
technical ruling the Court found that the Brussels Agreement was neither an inter-
national agreement nor another kind of general act reviewable by 1þs (eurt.uo

113 lbíd', g74-g78. For similar ffndings see Tatjana Papió and Vladimir Ðerió, ,,On the Margins
of Consolidation: The Constitutional Court of Serbia," rcþ) HagtrcJournal on the Rule of
Lrm (zoß),59-82.

rt4 cass sunstein, Desþning Democragt:what constitutions Do (oup, oxforcl ,zoot), gz,nS 4ft. gg and rz3 of the Serbian Constitution.
u6 Conclusion no,IIJo-z47lzorg, op.cit, note lo, l.
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The judicial focus was exclusively on the issue whether the nature of the
Agreement permitted the Court's intervention, but not whether the issues aris-
ing from the Agreementwere amenable to judicial resolution. Moreove4 a strik-
ing feature of the Court's ruling is that a significant part of the majority opinion
was based on the amicus curie opinions delivered by the Legal Adviser to the
Serbian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Serbian representative at the Venice
Commission, appointed by the govemment.IT Thus, the Court had not distanced
itself from judicial submissiveness in politically sensitive cases even when it was
clear that judicial restraint should bc cxcrciscd.

What alternative route could the Court have followed? There are not many
situations that breach the logic of Kelsen's resistance to pure politics in the
constitutional order than the situation which emerged in the aftermath of
Kosovo's unilateral declaration of independence. In my view the Agreement
was not reachecl to allow the re-functioning of state power on the territory
of Kosovo but to protect the Serbian minority living in Kosovo and general
state interests to the extent possible in the given political situation.lls The
constitutional court was not equipped - nor it was in a position - to decide
whether the establishment of the Association of Serb Municipalities, the
organization of judicial power and police units, could have protected Serbs
ancl general state interests in Kosovo, because this was a political question
which was non-justiciable and could not be resolved by legal standards. The
Court could have decided that it was not a function of the Court to substitute
its opinion for the opinion of political institutions in Serbia anct coulcl have
declined to rule on the basis of the separation of powers principle, as this was
a basic organizing principle in the Serbian Constitution, as in other constitu-
tional democracies. If the Court wanted to serve constitutional law in a more
substantive way, it could have employed either the language of the German
Fecleral Constitutional Court in the Cruise Missíles Case, when the Court mled
that the complaints were inadmissible because it lacked legally manageable
criteria for cleciding the case.lle

Alternatively, the Court could also have borrowed the language of restraint
of the same Court in the East-West Basíc Treaty Case andthe Saar Case,when
the Court, in a quite deferential judiciat review, supported broacl discretionary

tr7 lbid., gt,5t-52.
rr8 I have developed this thesis in Violeta Beðirevió, "If Schmitt were alive...Adjusting

Constitutional Review to Populist Rule in Serbiai in Violeta Beðirevié (ed), New politics
of Decísionism, (Eleven International Publishing, The Hague, zorg), zot; see, also, Violeta
Beðirevió, 'A jeclan razlog menja sve: kontrola ustavnosti Briselskog sporazuma u svetlu
doktrine politiðkog pitanja'l 4 (r&.2) Hereticus (zo$), :rz7-'t1t, atr47.

u9 The Cruße Missile Case,66 BVerfGE SS (rg8e).
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powers of the political institutions in pursuing foreign affüirs.r2o Thus, the
Serbian Constitutional Court shoulcl not have lost sight of the political posi-
tion from which the Agreement had arisen, of the political realities it sought
to shape or to alter, and when it had to measure the First Brussels Agreement
against the Serbian Constitution it should have assigned a broad discretion
to the Serbian political institutions in negotiating the position of the Serbian
minority in Kosovo with the institutions from Pristina, although this is not an
approach I advocate in this paper.

The Court did not follow this alternative route, either. Instead, it delivered a
highly technical ruling and thus confirmed its subscription to a narrowly con-
ceivecl formalistic jurispruclence and readiness to avoid making sense of con-
stitutional values whenever constitutional review may lead to confrontation
with political institutions.r2r

5,2 How the Constitutional Court in Kosoyo Put q Stop to Norm.a.lizatíon
of B e lg rade / Pr is t ina Re lat ío ns

S.z.t The Bacþrouncl
Three points differentiate the judicialization of the two Brussels agreements
before the Constitutional Court in Kosovo from the judicialization of the First
Brussels Agreement in Serbia. The first relates to the readiness of the two con-
stitutional courts to step into the center of political battles, the second to the
different status of the Brussels agreements in the two legal orders, while the
third refers to the reasons forjudicialization.

First, unlike the Serbian Constitutional Court, the Constitutional Court
in Kosovo has shown no hesitance in ruling on politically sensitive cases.l22
True, this has been considerably generated by its rather broad jurisdictional
authority the position it occupies in the constitutional framework, and its
initial hybricl composition that was supposed to secure the political and eth-
nic neutrality of the Court. Thus, in the constitutional framework, the Court
figures as a final and independent authority empoweïed to interpret the

tzo The Saar Statute Case, Bverfg No. T E 4,rSZ r BvF r/55 (rgSS).
tzt The last example of the judicial submissiveness in high profile political cases is the Court,s

refusal to assess the constitutionality and legality of the Decision on Declaring a State of
Emergency in response to tlte COVID-I9 pandemic. See Ruling no.ItJo-4zlzozà of zrMay
2020,

122 See, e.g., Dren Doli, Fisnik Korenica and Albana Rexha, "promising Early years: The
Transformative Role of the Constitutional Court of Kosovo", WORKING pApER 4lzo16,
available at http://www.legalpoliticalstudies.org/wp-content/uploads/zor6/o9/Final-
Septemberzor6-Constitutional-Court-Kosovo_Wp.pdf.
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Constitution and decide on the compliance of laws with the Constitution.l23

Its jurisdiction includes both abstract and concrete judicial review, resolving

conflict of jurisdictions among supreme institutions and deciding on indi-

vidual submissions regarding alleged human rights violations by the public

authorities. The Court also decides disputes over the compatibility of referen-

dum with the Constitution; over compatibility with the Constitution of the

declaration of a state of emergency and actions undertaken during a state

of emergency; over compatibility of a proposed constitutional amendment

with binding international agreements ratified under the Constitution; and

over constitutional violations during election of the Assembly. The Court is

empowered to assess whether proposed constitutional amendments would

diminish constitutionally entrenched human rights and freedoms. Finally,

apart from these specific jurisdictional powers, additional jurisdiction of the

Court may be determined by law.rza

In terms of its composition, the Court is composed of nine judges appointed

in an interaction between the Assembly and the President: a proposal which

must come from a two-thirds parliamentary majority is followed by appoint-

ment of the President.r2s However, the two-thirds majority requirement

concerns the appointment of seven judges, while the other two judges are

appointed after being proposed by a simple majority present antl consent

of the MPs representing ethnic minorities in the Assembly.r26 To secure the

Court's political and ethnic neutrality, it was a hybrid court in its initial phase,

composecl of six national and three international judges .r27 At present this is

not the case * all constitutional judges are nationals.

The framework in which it operates has brought the Court to the epicenter

of political developments in Kosovo. From the very beginning of its establish-

ment, the Court was facecl with most vexing questions including impeachment

of the President,lzs ¡þs dissolution of parliament and the validity of presiclen-

tial electionsr2e and immunities of public ofñcials.r3O Yet assessment of its per-

formance in terms of its ability to influence the consolidation of democracy in

Kosovo somewhat varies. Some perceive the Court as one of the most active

rz3 Aft. rrz (r) of the Constitution of Kosovo.

124 lbid.,Art.l;rg.
tz1 lbid., Art, u4 and uB,

tz6 lbid, Art 
"+ 

(S).

LzT For a detailed discussion, see Doli, Korenica and Rexha, op.cit' note t22, r7-2r,

rz8 Case No. KI 47/ro,Judgment of z8 Septernber zoro.

Lzg Case No. KO zgiu, Decision of 3o March zorr.

13o Case No. KO g8/u, Decision of zo September zou.
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and influential constitutional courts in the region of the formerYugoslavia,l3l

while others find that its role in Kosovo's "semi-consolidated authoritarian
regime" is reduced to serving the interests of the political elites or dominant
factions, so that neither international supervision nor international judges

have managecl to protect the Court's independence.rsz

The second point that distinguishes the judicialization of EU-driven agree-

ments bef'ore the Constitutional Court in Kosovo from the same process in Serbia

is that, unlike Serbia, Kosovo ratified the First Brussels Agreement as it had an

interest in exercising the prerogatives of a sovereign state.l33 Accordingly, the

Court's task was to rule on the conformity of a ratified international treaty with
the constitutional framework, which meant that it had to interpret not onlythe
Constitution but the Agreement as well. Additionally, although the legal nature

of the Association Agreement was questionable from Kosovo's perspective

because its Assembly cticl not rati$r it, the fact is that it did not prevent Kosovo's

Court from going into interventionist mode. In contrast, the legal nature of the

First Brussels Agreement proved to be a shelter for the Serbian Constitutional
Court from considering the case, because the Agreement arguably could not be

associatect with either of the constitutionally reviewable acts.

Finally, the reasons for the judicialization of the Brussels agreements before

Kosovo's Constitutional Court were different from the Serbian case. In Serbia,

the constitutional review procedure was initiated by opposition members

who in their previous governmental mandate were unable to close a deal with
Pristina. Delegation of authority to the Constitutional Court in Kosovo, how-

ever, was a result of a heated political game not only behveen the then-ruI-
ing majority and opposition but also befween the then-ruling political players

themselves - the Prime Minister and the President.lsa

5.2.2 Judicialization of the Brussels Agreements
In its ruling on the First Brussels Agreement, Kosovo's Constitutional Court
took an approach similar to that of the Serbian Constitutional Court. The

13r Doli, Korenica and Rexha, op.cit. note tzz, zB.

rgz Andrea Lorenzo Capussela, 'A Critique of Kosovo's Internationalized Constitutional

Court," z EuropeanDiversity andAutononty Papers (zot4), r-4o, at 36.

133 Law No. o4il-rgg on the Ratification of the First Intemational Agreement of Principles

Governing the Normalization of Relations between the Republic of Kosovo and the

Republic of Serbia, cited in Doli, Korenica ancl Rexha, op,cit. note nz, 46, f. t64.

rg4 For more see Bodo Weber, 'Awkwarcl Juggling: Constitutional Insecurity, Political

Instability and the Rule of Law at Risk in the Kosovo-Serbia Dialogue," BIG DEAL (policy
rTote) available at https://prishtinainsight,corn/wp-content/uploadslzot6loq/BIRN-
Report-zor6-ENG.pdf.
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proceedings before the Court was instituted by twelve MPs belonging to
the opposition party only five days after the Assembly adopted the Act on
Ratification of the First Brussels Agreement and before it entered into force.lss
The MPs claimed that the Ratification Act was unconstitutional since it
emboclied provisions violating foundational constitutional principles as well
as constitutional provisions on local self-government ancl the principle of
multi-ethnicity.t:e

As generally 'active,' the Court accepted jurisdiction but, like the Serbian
Constitutional Court, it dismissed the challenge on jurisdictional grounds,
holding that it was not empowered to review the constitutionality of inter-
national agreemen6.l37 J¡ a concise manner, the Court reasoned that the
Ratification Act and the First Brussels Agreement were two separate legal
acts adopted in different procedures, with different purposes and legal effects.
In the Court's view, the Ratification Act was adopted in the constitutionally
required procedure, and therefore was in conformity with the Constitution,
Besicles, the Court stressed that its purpose was to incorporate the First
Brussels Agreement into the Kosovo legal system.rre However, the court was
not responsive to the idea that it should also decide on the substance of the
First Brussels Agreement because "no Article of the Constitution provides for
a review by the Court of the constitutionality of the substance of international
agreements."l39

To recall, the ruling in the First Brussels Agreement Case was delivered in
an atmosphere of highly-charged emotions: on the one hand, the Agreement
aimed to provide a stable solution for the Serbian minority, which was sig-
nificantly impacted by the secession, while on the other, the authorities in
Pristina, which signed the Agreement, were heavily criticized by the oppo-
sition and the majority of citizens, who founcl the Agreement excessive and
damaging for the constitutional framework.r4o Accorclingly, the proper ques-
tion for the Court was to ask itself whether 'the province of the court' was to
inquire how the executive performs duties revolving around watershed ques-
tions of who were members of a community andwhere were the borders of the
newunit. Howeve$ the Court did not followthis route. Again, as in the Serbian
case, the Court's declining to intervene was not based on the separation of
powers principle, but the formal issue triggering the nature of the challenged

r3S Case No. KO g5/r3, op.cit. note ro, para. 5.
136 lbid.
L3Z lbid.,paras.gg-1oo.
r3B lbid.,para.g&.
13g lbid., para.gg.
r4o Capussela, op.cit.notet12,g1,,
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act. Regrettably, the Court, in this case, did not use the perfect opportunity to
explain the meaning of the constitutional provision which defined the Court
as 'the final authority to interpret the Constitution'which implies the assump-
tion that that duty is clivided between the Court and the political institutions,
as offerecl by Mulhern.

Nor in the ,Association Agreement Case had the Court set a test to distin-
guish cases amenable to constitutional review from those involving political
questions and therefore immune to judici alization. As in the case of the First
Brussels Agreement, the Association Agreement was a product of negotiations
between the central state and territory which had unitarily declared secession
and aimed to accommodate a trapped minority in the new unit. Therefore,
the task of the Court was neither to resolve the principles of inclusion of the
Serbian minority under Kosovo's control differently from what was achieved
in the political negotiations nor to climinish the purpose of the Agreement,
which the Court had actually done.

At the time when the power to decide was delegated to the Court, public
sentiment turnecl into riots against the Association Agreement. The opposi-
tion parties blocked the work of the Assembly, and widespread protests dis-
played strong anti-Agreement emotions. All of these created feats of negative
emotions about the EU-clriven deal that should have facilitated the position of
the Serbs living among the ethnic Albanian majority.r4r

A decision of the then-Presiclent to turn the case over to the Court can be
read either as her inclination to the opposition and a chance to implement
her own political agenda, as an attempt to unblock political life paraþed by
mass anti-agreement emotions or as a convenient opportunity to increase her
visibility in the political game, regardless of the outcome of the constitutional
proceedings. Whatever her motivations might have been, the Court's response
provokes worries here. In sharp contradiction with its previous ruling, the
Court not only accepted jurisdiction but also accepted the task of reviewing
the Agreement, despite its own previous finding that international agree-
ments were not constitutionally reviewable ¿s1s.ra2 Moreover, the fact that the
Association Agreement was not incoqporated into the domestic legal order (it
was signed but not ratified) was immaterial for the Court: starting from the
premise that the Association Agreement derived from the ratified First Brussels
Agreernent, the Court emphasized that its "legal consequences related to the

L4t Doli, Korenica and Rexha , op.cit. note tz,z,4g-5o.
142 Case No. KO r3o/r5, op,cit. note rc.
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implementation of [...] the First Agreement" could generate consequences for
the constitutional orde6 ancl therefore concluded that the challenge involved
a justiciable issue.las

The results of the Court's review stancl as contrary to the letter and spirit
of the Association Agreement: despite confirming that the Association of
Serb Municipalities should be established as envisaged in the First Brussels
Agreement, the Court invalidated the principles that defined the institutional
structure of the Association and the relationship between the Association and
other institutions in Kosovo, finding that they were not cntircly consistent
with the Constitution, in particular with its key provisions on equality before
the law, fundamental rights and freedoms, and the rights of communities and
their members.l44 In short, the Court concluded that the Association of Serb

Municipalities could not be established under the principles defined in the
Association Agreement by Belgracle and Pristina's political authorities, but
should be redefined according to the findings in its ruling.t+s

Several aspects of this ruling deserve a closer look. First, the Association
Agreement establishes that Association of Serb Municipalities would be a

legal entity defined by its Statute, which will comprise 'at least the elements'
set out in the Agreement and would be adopted by "a constituent assem-
bly composecl of the elected members of the assemblies of the participat-
ing municipalities."l46 The Association Agreement further specifies that the
Kosovo Government, based on the First Brussels Agreement, will adopt a legal
act on the establishment of the Association, which must be reviewed by the
Constitutional Court.la7 Basically, the Association Agreement entrusted the
Constitutional Court with the same task the negotiating parties entrusted
to the South African Constitutional Court when they found themselves in
deacllock - to review whether the text of a future South African constitution
conformed to the specific principles agreed upon in advance by the negoti-
ating parties.ra8 Thus, as the Constitutional Court in Kosovo rightty acknowl-
edged, its task was to review a legal act of Kosovo's Government which might

r4g lbid., parastoT-ro8.
t44 lbid,paralSg (S) (+).

:.45 1órd, para.r8g (5).

146 Art, z and 3 of the Association Agreement, available in English at http://www.kim.gov.rs/
eng/pr7.php.

r47 Art. z of the Association Agreement.
r48 The Constitutional Court of South Africa, Decision of 6 September 1996 on Certification

of the constitution of the Republic of south Africa, 1996 (ccr zslg6) [1996] ZACC z6; 1996

(+)SAzqc (CC);res6 (ro) BCLRTz$ (CC).
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incorporate the Statute of the Association of Serb Municipalities, but not the
Association Agreement itself.l4e

Moreover, the Court also acknowledged that its duty was neither to legis-

late nor to draft legal norms since it was "for the Government [...] while pre-
paring the legal act for the implementation of the First Agreement related to
the Association [...] to make it in compliance with the letter and spirit of the
Constitutionf...1'tso However, unlike the South African Constitutional Court,
which answerecl what it was asked, the Constitutional Court in Kosovo rewrote
its task and examined whether the Association Agreement itself was in con-
formity with the existing constitutional framework,lsl thus leaving no room
either for the constituent assembly or the political authorities in Kosovo to
complywith the Association Agreement in the first place.

Second, in the Associatíon Agreement Case, the Court not only overruled
its previous finding not to review intemational agreements, and expanded

its scope of jurisdiction basically to any governmental act capable of affect-
ing the constitutional order, but stood contrary to the ruling majority hold-
ing at that time more than two-thirds of the rzo seats in the Assembly, who
supported the Association Agreemen¡,I52 1'o recall, the Kosovo Constitution
determines that the Constitutional Court is the frnal authority for interpreting
the Constitution, meaning that the political branches of government are also

responsible for interpreting the Constitution. Consequently, the Court should
have avoided ruling in the case in order to avoid causing a kind of embarrass-

ment that would result from different pronouncements by various clep artments
on one question. As the German Federal Constitutional Court emphasized in
the Hess Cøse, "It is of the great importance to the German Federal Republic
that it speaks in international forums with a single voice.'153 This is what
Kosovo's Constitutional Court recognizecl in the First Brussels Agreement Case,

but not in the Associatíon Agreement Case. Third, the Association Agreement
was supposecl to help Kosovo to gain control over the whole territory over

which it allegedly had sovereignty. The question whether the agreement

would advance or retarcl such prospects was a question of political juclgment

beyond the Constitutional Court's competence and should have been declared

non-justiciable.

t4g Case No. KO r3o/r5, op.cit. note 10, para. r1Z.

r5o lbid.
rS1 lbid.,paraln6.
t1z Doli, Korenica and Rexha, op.cit. note rzz, 5o, 55.

153 The Hess Case, op.cit. note 2b.
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Finally, the very same Court just recently explicitly ruled that the only con-
stitutional institutions competent in the sphere of foreign affairs were the
Government/Prime Minister and the President, and that th.i, powers could
not be transferred to any other body, not even to the special state delegation
established to negotiate with Serbia by law of lex specialis character.rsa This
approach, unlike in the ,Asso cíation Agreement Case,ensures respect for separa-
tion of state powers proclaimed in Articles 4 and 7 of the Kosovo Constitution.

To this day, the Association of Serb Municipalities has not been established.
It would be a gross overstatement to claim that the Constitutional Court alone
has prevented formation of the Association of Serb Municipalities. Howeve4
the fact is that byinvalidating the keyprovisions of the Association Agreement
that secured the integration of the Serb minority into Kosovar society, the Court
ruined the efforts of Kosovo's political representatives to solve the problem of
the trapped minority after secession by giving them a high degree àf political
and cultural autonomy. It also contributed to the prolongation of instability
and conflict between the majority of the population and a minority who fear
becoming second-class citizens. MoreoveL another long-term political aim -
Kosovo's accession to the EU - has also been damaged, since normalization of
the relationship with Serbia has been set as a condition for further accession
process.

6 Judicialization of the Kosovo Conflict in Comparative perspective

The last issue I want to discuss in this paper is whether judicialization of the
Kosovo conflict made sense from the comparative law of secession perspective.

The rc¡'s endless effort to refrain from clelivering answers in the Kosovo
Advisory opinion, and the non-effects of nationãl constitutional courts
towards normalization of relations between Serbia and Kosovo, signal that the
courts should have chosen to stay silent in the first place, not only because the
law of self-determination and secession was unsettled, but also because the
question of secession and the related right of peoples to selÊdetermination are
issues hardly answerable via the judicial process.

Howeveq this argument goes by too quickly. one may argue that the us
suprerne court decision in Texas v. whiterss testifies to the opposite - wrren
the Court ruled that states could not unilaterally leave the union, it, in fact,

rS4 Case No. KO 43/rg, Decision of zTJune zor9, para.gT_B8.
r5S Texasv.White,74U.S. (7Wall,)7oo þ869).
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resolved political questions associated with secession. Yet, there is a wrinkle
here. Mark Graber persuasively argues that the White decision was reached
rather late to resolve the secession issue and that it is better conceptualized
as resolving only questions associated with Reconstruction.rsc Indeed, the
case was argued before the US Supreme Court in 1869, eight years after Texas
declared secession from the US and joined the Confederacy, and in the after-
math of the American Civil War, as a response to tJre reconstruction policy
of the state government appointed by the president of the USA, after federal
forces regained control in Texas. Accordingly, the White case confirms that, in
judicial responses to secession, timing matters and that de Tocqueville's the-
sis suggests that a political question becomes a judicial question only when a
decision resolves the political controversy.

Even when the courts were called upon to resolve the secessionist claim
in a real-life secessionist dispute, they clid not manage to bring to an encl the
dispute between the central authority and the unit, which wantecl to secede.
Take, for example, the Chechen case. In 1997, between the two Chechen wars,
the Russian Constitutional Court faced the challenge of the legality of the inva-
sion undertaken by President Yeltsin âs a response to Chechnya's declaration
of independence in rggr.r57 The legal issues revolved around the illegality of
the invasion in the absence of legislative approvâI, the illegality of presidcn-
tial decrees, and human rights violations during the first Chechen war. Still,
the Court used the opportunity not only to cletermine Chechnya's aspiration
to selÊdetermination and independence as unconstitutional, but also to rule
out the possibility of a unilateral declaration of independence under the con-
stitutional framework.l5s The Court specified that in the absence of a consti-
tutionally recognized right to selÊdetermination, the status of a republic of
the Russian Federation could onlybe changed through an agreement between
the Republic and the Federali6¡.r5e Thus, although the Court addressed the
issue of secession, its ruling clnly clarified that the Constitution did not counte-
nance secession, had no impact on a more than century-long dispute between
Russia and the chechens, nor did it prevent the two parties from engaging
in yet another war over chechen territory only fwo years after the ruling was
delivered.

156 Mark Grabe4 "Resolving Political Questions into Judicial Questions: Tocqueville's Tþesis
Revisited," zt(z) Constitutional Commentary (zoo4), 4ïq-1+S,at 5og.r57 For more see William E. Pomeranz, Judicial Review and the Russian Constitutional Court:
tlre chechen case," 23 (r) Review of central and East European Law Uggz),g-4g, at g.

r58 lbid., z5-26.
159 lbid.,26.
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It is not hard to come up with other examples. Based on the Catalan exam-
ple, Tom Ginsburg and Mila Versteeg argue that the constitutional court's bold
attempts to shut down secessionist aspirations seem to encourage, rather than
discourage, raclicalization of secessionist move¡nsn¡s.r60 Beyond a shadow
of a doubt, the Spanish Constitutional Court's decisions that somewhat cur-
tailed Catalan autonomyt6t (in zoro) and declared a would-be referendum on
Catalonia's independence unconstitutionalt6z (in zot4), were not able to thwart
the secessionist fever from reaching fever pitch in zotT.What followed then fits
well with my claim that resolving real-life secessionist disputes should not be

the task of the courts. First, the Constitutional Court's suspension of the Catalan
Referendum Law on SelÊDetermination on the grounds of its unconstitutional-
itytos ¿tO not stop the secessionists from holding the zotT referendum on inde-
pendence, even uncler the incendiary circumstances. Second, the Constitutional
Court's decision which finally declared that law void, did not turn a different
page in the political controversy over the status of Catalonia. In fact, in the recent
(zor9) general elections, the separatist parties increased their influence in the
Spanish parliament by getting zz MPs, fìve more than they had before.r64

On the other hand, the Secess ion Reference delivered by the Canadian
Supreme Court in the Quebec case might have weakened arguments against
judicialization of secessionist claims on twofold grouncls.l6s First, the Court's
frnding that'secession is a legal act as much as a political one' appears to stand
against the claim that secession is a political - hence non-legal - issue,r66 In
the presence of deeply divided views on secession within Quebec itselfr, the
Court sustained would-be secession only if compatible with constitutional
values, including democracy itself.tez Second, by hinting that there might

16o Ginsburg ancl Versteeg, op.cit. note 72,27. For difficulties in perceiving territorial
autonomy in the Spanish constitutional law, see, e.g., Carlos Flores Juberías, "Postepena

transformacija ðpanskog ustavnog prava l' t Pravni zaprsl (zor8), 58-6o.
16r Judgment No. 3r/zoro, available in English at http://www.tribunalconstitucional.es/fr/

j urisprudencia /ResolucionTraducida/3 voto,o/ozoo9/ozoJune%ozoz8.pdf.

t6z Judgment No. 4z/zavailable in English at: http://www.tribunalconstitucional.es/es/
jurisprudencia/restracl/Pagi nas I ST C 4z-zo14.aspx.

163 The Spanish Constitutional Court, Prime Minister y, Parliament of CataLonia, STC No.

n4lzory, available at https:/iboe.es/boe/dias lzotoloZlt6lpdfs/BOE-A-2o1o-n4o9.pdf For

comments see Asier Ganido-Munoz, "Prime Minister v. Parliament of Catalonia,"rrz (r)
AmericanJottrnaL of InternationaL Law (zor8), 8o-88.

164 https://www.thelocal.es/zorgo43o/moderate-catalan-separatists-boosted-in-spain-
election.

165 See Reference re Secession of Quebec, [r9g8] z S.C.R. zr7 (C*.).
166 lbid., paras.zT-2\.

16Z lbid, paras.gz, 49.
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be a constitutionally recognized right to a negotiated secessiofl,lG8 it can be

asserted that the Court had resolved the political questions associated with the

secession and managed to silence the separatist claims.

Howeveq there is a part in the SecessionReference which supports the claim
that the task of deciding competing claims in a secessionist dispute is not a job
for judges.r6e Namely, the Supreme Court of Canada explicitly rulecl that apart
from speci&irg constitutional rules on secession, ithad no otherrole in a seces-

sionist dispute: "The Court has no supervisory role over the political aspects

of constitutional negotiations[...1'tzo Having said that, the Court actually
endorsed the political question doctrine on the grouncls suggested byMulhern
and divided the job of constitutional interpretation of the constitutional rules

on secession between the political institutions and itself. Thus, according to
the Court, the job of the judicial branch is to speci$i a constitutional frame-

work within which negotiation should occur, but "the reconciliation of the

various legitimate constitutional interests[...] is necessarily committed to the
political rather than the judicial realm.'r7r Moreover, the Court acknowleclged

that the judgments reached within the negotiation process are political and

thus institutionally non-justiciable: "The Court would not have access to all of
the information available to the political actors and the methods appropriate
for the search for truth in a court of law are ill-suitedl...1.rzz

Yet, the fact is that the Court's intervention was a turning point in the

secessionist dispute, which diminished the prospects of Quebec seceding

from Cana¿la.l73 The same is valid for Bavaria, whose potential secession from
Germany was recently ruined by the German Federal Constitutional Court
when it found that the Basic Law provided no grounds for Bavaria to secede

from Germ any.174 Recall here that in the presence of a clear democratic setting,

L70

L7t

172

173

Ibid, para.97.
Sujit Chouclhry and Robert Howse have also drawn attention to this aspect of the Seces'slon

Reference. See Sujit Choudhry and Robert Howse, "Constitutional Theory ancl the Quebec
Secession Reference," ry þ) CanadianJournaLof Law andJurßprudence (zooo), 143-169, at
tg7-t62.
Reþrence re Secession of Quebec, op.cit, note 165, para. roo,

Ibid.,para.w.
rb¡d
For the influence of this decision on the comparative law on secession see Giacomo

Delledonne and Giuseppe Martinico (eðs.), The Canadiqn Contribution to a Comparattve

Law of Secession: Legacies of the Quebec Secession Reference (Palgrave Macmillan,

Basingstoke, zorg).

See Judgment of 16 December zo16, BVerfG, Beschluss der z, Kammer des Zweiten Senats

vom 16, Dezember zot6 - z BvR 349/16, at http:// wwwbverfg.delelrkzor6tzr6-zbvro349r6.
html (Ger.) cited in Garrido-Munoz, op.cit. note 163, n.33.

168

ú9

174
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it is the job of the constitutional courts to resolve political controversy with
legal standards, and thus, allow democracy to function. In the case of Germany,
which is not underpinned by a substantial secessionist clam, by clari$ring the
silence of a constitutional text on secession, a judicial decision facilitates,
rather than frustrates democrâcy. similarly, the supreme court's opinion
in the Secession Reþrence removed room for potential political instability
that would frustrate clemocratic processes in canada, by specifting that the
Canaclian Constitution would allow secession only if negotiated in a process
mindful of majority rule, thc rule of law, federalism, and respect for (trapped)
minorities.lTs To paraphrase cass sunstein, by preventing society,s polariza-
tion over an issue which did not dominate in that society, the courts in both
countries protected democratic selËgovernment and secured that democratic
deliberation did not divert to matters that were not central to the system of
self-government.

But then again, the Canadian and German cases differfrom the Kosovo case
in several aspects. First and foremost, both the Supreme Court of Canada and
the German Federal Constitutional Court were asked to opine on would-be
secession, unlike in the Kosovo case, where the courts werc askecl to intervene
in a dispute revolving around a real, materialized secession. It is one thing to ask
courts in functional liberal democracies, likc Germany and Canada, whet¡er a
political act of secession would be constitutionally allowed 6y ¡s¿.rz6It is quite
another to ask courts to rule on competing claims or to interfere in negotiaiion
once secession is accomplished, albeit unconstitutionally. The Supreme Court
of Canada did recognize a limitation of this sort:

"we have interpreted the questions as rerating to the constitutional
framework within which political c{ecisions may ultimately be made.
within that framework, the workings of the political process are com-
plex and can only be resolved by means of political judgments ancl eval-
uations.DuT

What also differentiates Kosovo from Quebec and Bavaria is the fact that,
unlike in the Kosovo case, the disputes in Canada and Germany were neither

r75 For comments see Susanna Mancini, "secession and Self-Determi¡ation,i in Michel
Rosenfeld and András Sajó (eds.), The Oxþrd Handbook of Comparative Constitutional Law
(oUR Oxford, zon),482.

176 For the argument that secession is compatible with liberal-democratic constitutionalism,
see, e.ga MiodragJovanovió, "Can Constitutions be of Use in the Resolution of Secessionist
Conflicts?," 5(z)Journalof InternationalLaw and.InternationalRelations, (zoog), 5g*gg.lTZ Reference re Secession of euebec, op.cit. note 165, para.roo.
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accompanied by an armed conflict, civilian casualties, and gross human rights
violations, nor rooted in what Hungarian philosopher István Bibó termed
'pathological absence of continuity in territorial status,,lzs which all makes
defining the state via a judicial process significantly challenging.

Finally, the Canadian Supreme Court - which did rule in favor of the con-
stitutional right to secede - did not legitimize an unconditional, unilateral
right to secession but said that secession had to be negotiated according to
the substantive values guaranteed by the constitution, including protection of
the rights of so-called trapped minorities living in the given territory and who
opposed secession. As I have shown in the previous section, Kosovo,s seces-
sion was not negotiated, nor was the status of the trapped Serbian minority
resolved between the two parties before secession, which makes the reference
to the Quebec case largely inapplicable to the Kosovo case. Moreover, not only
was the position of the Serbian minority not a concern of Kosovo,s authorities
when they declared unilateral secession from Serbia, hut also when it finally
became the subject of negotiations between Belgrade and pristina, Kosovo,s
Constitutional Court invalidated almost everything agreed between the two
parties, doing precisely what the Supreme Court of Canada in the Secession
Reference said the court should not do. Thus, while in the case of euebec judi-
cial interference in a secessionist dispute was therapeutic,rze in the case of
Kosovo it was not.

Accordingly, constitutional adjudication may'channel conflict-provoking
secessionist dispute to rules of democratic logic,,r8o only if a decision to secede
has not been made. Put differently, once the secessionist decision has materi-
alized beyond the constitutional framework, it stops being legal and becomes
a political, non-justiciable issue.

Z Conclusions

At first sight, the judicialization of 'mega-politics, appears to mark the demise
of the political question doctrine, which tencls to exclude pure politics from a

r78 Iðtvan Bibo, Bedamalih istoðnoevropskih dräøva(Izdavaðka knjiãarica Zoranastojanovióa,
Sremski Karlovci, 1996, translation from Hungarian Arpad Vicko), 5r, I am grateful to
MiodragJovanovió for reminding me of this argument.

r79 See Nathalie Des Rosiers, "From Telling to Listening: A Therapeutic Analysis of the Role of
Courts in Minority-Majority Conflicts,,, g7 (r) Court Review (zooo), 5+_6z.r8o Mancini, op,cit. note rZS, 5oo.
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judicial check. Judicialization of the Kosovo conflict shows that the doctrine
not only deserves to be revived but also needs to be transplanted in jurisdic-
tions outside its usual reach, particularþ in disputes regarding matãrialized
unilateral secession and territorial sovereignty, because the borrowing would
allow the courts to reach the best solution within constitutional designs or
international law.lsl

The Kosovo case confirms that the shift of the policy-making authority
from the political branches to the unaccountable juàiciary can p-roduce not
necessarily benevolent results. The Kosovo Advisory Opinion added nothing
to the law on the secession, had no effects on trelgráde-pristina relations, but
paradoxicallyhad precedential value in the Declaration of Crimean independ-
e-nce'r82 By giving the impression that the last worcls on the legal aspects of
the inclusion of the Serbian minority uncler Kosovo's rule have been said, the
constitutional court in Kosovo additionally frustratecl hard talks between
Belgrade and Pristina, which for quite some time have heen in cleadlock.
Finally, instead of speci$ring who decides constitutional issues arising from
secession and returning a'hot potato'to the political branches of gove¡iment,
the Serbian Constitutional Court in the First Brussels Agreement Caselimited
itself to technical reasons for decliningjurisdiction. It thus confirmed its image
of a court not willing to confront political institutions and abando¡ t¡e passive
role it plays in the Serbian constitutional system almost since its establishment.

Application of the political question doctrine in cases of unilateral seces-
sion, like Kosovo, would not deprive the courts of their monopoly in inter-
preting the constitution because the courts will retain the power to decide
who decides constitutional issues. In disputes arising from watershed polit-
ical questions touching state sovereignty, the organization of territory and
nation-building concerns, evoking the doctrine would encourage the shared

r8r

t9z

JusticeJulia Laftanque argues that Judicial borrowing should not be considered as a goal
in itself, but rather as a tool in order to achieve the best solution." see in Julia Lafñan[ue,
'Judicial Borrowing: Intemational & Comparative Law as Nonbincling Tools of Domestic
Legal Adjudication with Particular Reference to Estonia," az (a) The Internationa.l Lawyer
(z o oB),n87 -tgo z, at rzg o.
The Declaration of Independence, proclaimed by the supreme council of crimea on 'March zor4, refers directþ to the Kosovo Advisory opinion: ,,!ve, the members of the
parliament of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and the Sevastopol City Council [...jtaking into consideration the confìrmation of the status of Kosovo by the United Nations
International Court ofJustice onJuly 22, zoto,which says that a uniíateral declaration of
independence by a part of the country does not viohtl any international norms, make
this decision." Cited in peters, op,cit. notetoo, zgt.
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responsibility of all three branches of the government in protecting a consti-
tution. constitutional principles and representative d.emocracy would., thus,
be better serued. This was a driving reason for the Supreme Court of Canada
to note in the Secession Reference: "Having established the legal framework, it
would be for the democratically elected leadership of the various participants
to resolve their differences [... ]'tss
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